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Race and Social Control in Independent 
Brazil 

by THOMAS FLORY 

Historians of the age of revolution have often pointed out the contradictions 
inherent in the preservation of slavery within political structures self-defined 
as liberal.1 In Latin America many a nineteenth-century apologist stymied 
the question by citing the countervailing inviolability of property rights as 

justification for the continued bondage of slaves to their masters; but what, 
then, explains the discriminatory treatment of free blacks and mulattoes 
under nominally liberal regimes? Within free society no such ideological 
impasse can be identified, yet an analogous, if informal, subordination of 
the rights of the free colored is amply documented.2 And the analogy may 
be extended to include the free poor, regardless of color. At this point 
matters of race and class overlap, raising important questions about social 
relations and policies that cannot be answered by reference to formal 

ideology alone. 
The complex attitudes and actions of new, predominantly white, Latin 

American regimes toward free blacks and mixed bloods are revealing indica- 
tors of the informal social assumptions that joined formal ideology in the 

laying of those regimes' foundations. Torn between liberal notions of 
human rights on the one hand, racial and class prejudices on the other, and 

deprived of rhetorical foils such as property rights, Latin American political 
elites faced some hard practical decisions about politics and society in the 

1 See, for example, David Brion Davis, The Problem of Slavery in the Age of Revolution, 
1770-Z823 (Ithaca, N.Y., 1975); Edmund S. Morgan, American Slavery, American Freedom: 
The Ordeal of Colonial Virginia (New York, I975). 

2 Recent interest in race relations has generated a number of studies dealing with free blacks 
in the New World: David W. Cohen and Jack P. Greene (eds.), Neither Slave nor Free: The 
Freedmen of African Descent in the Slave Societies of the New World (Baltimore, I972); 
Robert Conrad, ' Neither Slave nor Free: The Emancipados of Brazil, I8I8-I868,' Hispanic 
American Historical Review, 53:1 (Feb. 1973), 50-70; Carl Degler, Neither Black nor White. 

Slavery and Race Relations in Brazil and the United States (New York, I97x). For com- 

parative purposes, see Ira Berlin, Slaves without Masters. The Free Negro in the Antebellum 
South (New York, '974); Jerome S. Handler, The Unappropriated People: Freedmen in the 
Slave Society of Barbados (Baltimore, 1974). 
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first years after political independence. One need not dwell upon the 
distance between theory and practice in Latin America; especially in racial 
matters, that ground is well worn. But new countries such as imperial 
Brazil (1822-89) with large free colored populations resolved the tension 
between 'free' and 'black' at some risk to their state and social systems 
as a whole, and, in doing so, established patterns of discrimination that 
would later affect the existence of citizens of all colors. It is not my intention 
here to describe some old hypocrisy or attack further the Brazilian myth 
of racial democracy. Instead, this study seeks two less polemical goals: 
first, to explore the turbulent history of race relations during the poorly- 
studied first generation after political independence in 1822; and, second, to 
suggest some possible long-term social and political consequences of the way 
in which the race question presented itself and was handled during this 
formative period.3 

I 

Sheer numbers made the problem of the colored free population a compel- 
ling one in Brazil. Population statistics are fragmentary before the first 
national census of 1872, but various provincial counts made in the first two 
decades after 1822 reveal that a very large percentage of the new Brazilian 
citizens could be classified as black or pardo (mixed) (Table I). Herbert 
Klein has shown that the free colored minority was not only large, but was 
also the 'fastest growing class in nineteenth-century Brazilian society '. As 
Table I shows, in some places it came very close to being a majority. Most 
of the free colored were born free (ingenuos)- either emancipated at birth, 
or of free colored parents. A smaller percentage of libertos were born slave 
and later freed by will, deed, or self-purchase.5 Information on the propor- 
tion of ingenuos to libertos is very unreliable, but by the nineteenth century 
the percentage emancipated after birth seems to have been relatively small. 
Mary Karasch, in her study of slave life in Rio de Janeiro, gives a total of 

3 Race is only one of the topics that have been neglected for the early imperial years. The 
more spectacular events leading to abolition (I888) have tended to draw the attention of 
students toward the end of the empire and give the erroneous impression that race was little 
thought of in the earlier period. Artur Ramos's early study of black history in Brazil 
ignores the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries almost entirely in order to jump directly 
from the seventeenth century runaway slave community of Palmares to abolition: 0 Negro 
na Civilizafdo Brasileira (Rio de Janeiro, I971), vol. I. Thomas Skidmore's valuable work 
on racial attitudes in Brazil likewise concentrates on the late imperial and national periods: 
Black into White. Race and Nationality in Brazilian Thought (New York, I974). 

4 Herbert Klein, 'Nineteenth Century Brazil,' Neither Slave nor Free (eds., Cohen and 
Greene), pp. 3I3-I5. 

5 The most complete discussion of Brazilian manumission practices is Stuart B. Schwartz, 
'The Manumission of Slaves in Colonial Brazil: Bahia, I684-I745,' Hispanic American 
Historical Review, 54:4 (Nov., 1974), 603-35. 



Province White 

TABLE I 

Colored Population in Early 

Free Colored Slave 

(Black and Mulatto) 

Rio de 
Janeiro (1840) 112,973 64,592 224,012 

Minas 
Gerais (i82I) 136,693 206,640 171,204 

Sao 
Paulo (1836) 172,879 66,265 86,933 

Pernambuco 
(I839) 88,593 126,813 68,458 

Source: Compiled from data presented in David W. Cohen and Jack P. Greene, eds., 
Slave Societies of the New World (Baltimore, 1972), pp. 97, 3I3-4, 336 

Imperial Brazil 

Total Free Colored Free Colored and 
as Percentage Slaves as Percent- 

of total age of total 

40I,577 6%4 71% 

514,537 40% 73% 

326,077 20% 46% 

283,864 44% 68% 

Neither Slave nor Free: The Freedmen of African Descent in the 
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5 per cent of libertos in that city.6 The distinction between ingenuo and 
liberto, of course, was not physically obvious; it was a thin legal distinction, 
not a genetic one, and the fundamental fact of descent overshadowed it. 
The same was true of the more meaningful legal distinction between free 
black and slave. There could be no reliable phenotypic differentiation 
between any of these categories, and the sea of black faces that so impressed 
foreign visitors to Brazil included ingenuos, libertos, and slaves in bewilder- 

ing mixture. An American traveler, Thomas Ewbank, remarked on the 

range of tasks performed by Negroes of every shade and condition, but his 

impression was predominantly one of race, and the mixture of legal status 
within that category confused him. Finally, he concluded weakly that one 
could tell slaves from free blacks because the latter wore shoes.7 

The fact that Brazilian blacks and mixed bloods did not wear their legal 
status on their sleeves (or their feet) confused some Portuguese and 
Brazilians, too. During the colonial period it was common for royal legis- 
lation to be so vaguely worded as to affect coloreds on both sides of the legal 
line between free and slave. And there are examples of openly discrimina- 

tory legislation aimed at restricting the civil rights of the free colored 

population. A. J. R. Russell-Wood has described the free black or mulatto 
in Brazil during the colonial period as a legal anomaly toward which there 
existed no clear Crown policy. Rather than guaranteeing to members of 
this group the legal protections of regular free society, or even elaborating 
a special code for them as legal intermediaries, the Crown (and local white 

elites) chose to legislate largely on grounds of ethnicity, as often as not 

grouping free coloreds with slaves.8 
After political independence, Brazilian legislation continued to reflect 

this perhaps calculated confusion about the legal status of free blacks. The 
first years of independence were crucial in this regard, because the break 
with Portugal and the old system demanded that new legislation swiftly 
define that which would change and that which would be preserved under 
the new regime. Not surprisingly, Brazilian statesmen wasted no time in 

reaffirming the sanctity of the master-slave relationship. Of the twenty- 
three laws passed regarding slave treatment and punishment during the 
entire course of the empire (1822-89), for instance, eighteen were passed 

6 Mary Karasch, 'Slave Life in Rio de Janeiro, I808-1850 ' 
(Ph.D. dissertation, University of 

Wisconsin, 1972), p. 49I. 
7 Thomas Ewbank, Life in Brazil; or, A Journal of a Visit to the Land of the Cocoa and the 

Palm (New York, 1856), p. 277. 
8 A. J. R. Russell-Wood, ' Colonial Brazil ', Neither Slave nor Free (eds., Cohen and Greene), 

pp. 84, I09-IO, I30. 
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during the early years between 1822 and i837.9 Less care was taken to define 
the status of the free coloreds who continued to be affected by imprecise 
measures aimed ostensibly at slaves. 

The conflicts that arose in such cases inevitably led to problems of official 

terminology over the first years of independence. In a typical early case of 

1824 the Minister of Justice ordered that Negro rowdies (capoeiras) respon- 
sible for disorderly behavior in the city of Rio de Janeiro should be severely 
punished; but halfway through the order, the minister, apparently un- 

consciously, changed his terminology from the vague 'negro capoeira' to 
the specific ' escravo' (slave). Several months later the minister was forced 
to issue a clarification of his order in which he admitted the confusion 
between 'Negroes' and 'slaves'. The previous order, he said, had 'en- 

compassed different classes of individuals, even free and white men'. 

According to the revised regulations, all free men would have to be tried 
and sentenced by regular courts before being punished for the offenses 
described.10 One year later the Minister of Justice tried to skirt the com- 

plicated issue of civil status by falling back on a terminology that was 

blatantly discriminatory on ethnic grounds. Again the issue was law and 
order in the city of Rio, and the Ministry's edict established one curfew for 
whites and another for 'Negroes and colored men' who could not loiter on 
street corners, plazas, or whistle at passers by at any time after nightfall.1" 

By and large, however, in the late I82os and early I83os imperial states- 
men discarded both the legalism of civil status and the overt discrimination 
of racial criteria in favor of language based on behavioral and social cate- 

gories. The race question, apparently so simple, yet now so difficult to deal 
with because of legal hazards and constitutional restrictions, was increas- 

ingly subordinated to the imprecise but value-laden language of a 'social 

problem'. Official measures designed to assure social control, such as those 
mentioned above, no longer specified their targets as Negroes, slaves, or 
even capoeiras. Instead, all these groups were found to fit neatly into the 

capacious category of vadios e ociosos (vagrants and idlers), or desordeiros 

9 Josephine Chaia and Luis Lisante, ' 0 escravo na legislacao brasileira (I808-1889),' Revista 
de Historia (July-Sept. I974), pp. 24I-8. 

10 Brazil, Colefao das decisoes do governo do imperio brasileiro, I824 (Portarias of Minister of 

Justice), pp. 87, I39. 
11 Ibid., I825, pp. I-3. For other examples of official discrimination, see the legislation, 

inspired by slave rebelliousness in Bahia, which required free blacks to carry passports when- 
ever they travelled in the province, and that which allowed the provincial president to deport 
any suspicious libertos without judicial process, or even in spite of acquittal by the regular 
courts. Brazil, Colefao das leis do imperio brasileiro, I829, part nI, Decree of 20 Mar. I829; 

Brazil, Colefao das decisoes, 1835, p. I. 
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(disorderly elements).2 At the same time, those individuals arbitrarily 

grouped in these categories were effectively stripped of their guarantees of 

due process because the penalty for vagrancy and the rest was normally 

conscription into the armed forces, for which no regular court procedure 
was considered necessary.'l 

The Brazilian Constitution of 1824 likewise hedged its language where 

the rights of free men of color were concerned. While it extended citizen- 

ship to all free men born in Brazil, and specifically included in that number 

ingenuos and libertos, it maintained throughout the fine distinction between 

these categories, implying that blacks born free occupied a higher civil status; 

than those released from captivity at some time after birth. In only one 

article of the Constitution was this discrimination made explicit: libertos 

were not allowed to vote in secondary elections. This single restriction 

masked broader consequences, for qualification as a second degree elector 

was a necessary prerequisite for service in most high posts of the empire, 

including those of provincial and national deputy.14 The number of libertos 

was relatively small, however, and, since the group was almost by definition 

inarticulate, there is no record of protest over this provision in the Constitu- 

tion.15 What is significant is the preservation of the distinction, in spite of its 

vagueness and ease of abuse, in the new nation's fundamental document. 

12 See for example, Brazil, Colefao das decisoes, 1827, Portaria of 29 Dec. 1827; Brazil, Colefao, 
das leis, 1832, part In, Decree of 17 July i832; Thomas Flory, " Judge and Jury in Imperial 
Brazil: The Social and Political Dimensions of Judicial Reform, 1822--848' (Ph.D. disser- 

tation, The University of Texas at Austin, 1975), pp. 58-9, 97-8. Similar examples of racial' 

application of vagrancy statutes may be found in Magnus M6rner, Race Mixture in the His- 

tory of Latin America (Boston, 1967), p. I3I; John V. Lombardi, The Decline and Abolition 
of Negro Slavery in Venezuela, 1820-1854 (Westport, Conn., I971), pp. I03-4, 52-3; David 

Lowenthal, West Indian Societies (New York, 1972), pp. 60, 64 ff. 
13 Although these laws were non-specific as to color, the thesis that they were racist in intent 

is supported by the racial composition of those " recruited " under them for service in the 
armed forces. One Bahian magistrate rounded up some twenty-four recruits as vadios and 
desordeiros during his tenure, and at least nineteen of them were black or of mixed blood. 
Antonio Rodrigues Navarro de Siqueira to President of Province (Bahia), Dec. I846, 
Arquivo Piublico do Estado da Bahia, Judiciaria/Juizes - Cachoeira, maco 2276. There is 

general agreement that the armed forces were predominantly black. See John Schultz, 'O' 
exercito e o imperio ', in Sergio Buarque de Holanda, ed., Historia geral da civilizafao brasi- 

leira, Tomo ii, iv (Sao Paulo, I97I), 242, 254; Brazil, Camara dos Deputados, Anais (here- 
after cited as B-CDA), 1847, I, 35. 

14 Brazil, Constituifao politica do imperio do Brasil, 1824, art. 6, s. I; art. 94, s. II; Agostinho, 

Marques Perdigao Malheiro, A escravidao no Brasil. Ensaio histdrico-juridico-social (Rio, 
x866), I, I80-3. 

15 The status of libertos only became an issue in the case of the National Guard (I831), in which, 
freedmen were included by virtue of their citizenship. The law created some confusion 

precisely because it departed from the Constitution's traditional discriminatory practice against 
libertos, and Ministers of Justice were often called upon to issue clarifications to qualifying; 
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II 

The unsolved problem of race and status under the new regime only 
emerged as a fully artilculated issue in the early I830s. Until then the 

government's informal policy of vagueness and equivocation on racial 
matters deprived the free colored population of any clear points of conten- 
tion. The generalized assumptions of a fairly rigid slaveholding society no 
doubt also played an important part in preventing the airing of such uneasy 
issues. Given the traditional power of the status quo to maintain itself, in 
fact, the most difficult preliminary question for the historian is why the 
race issue was aired at all. 

The causes of this suddenly open discussion of race in the I830s, and the 

accompanying emergence of an aggressive 'mulatto' lobby, are to be found 
in political developments, broadly understood. At a superficial level, the 

atmosphere of crisis surrounding the abdication of the first emperor, D. 
Pedro I, in I831, and the shaky authority of the Regency government which 
followed him, naturally led some of the politically ambitious to contemplate 
desperate means for securing electoral support or attacking their rivals. Of 
such possible appeals for support, perhaps the most obvious, and the most 

radical, would be pitched to Brazil's free colored population which had the 
numbers and political franchise necessary to sway the course of events. In 
the early i83os both extremes of the political spectrum appeared to be doing 
precisely this: launching more or less cautious appeals to the mulatto 

population. But political crisis was nothing new in this period, and it alone 
is not explanation enough for the broaching of the race question in a society 
with good reason to fear racial conflict. The real or potential political 
presence of a large mulatto population may likewise be considered a neces- 

sary but not a sufficient cause. As we have seen, the mulatto population was 

large and at least potentially influential, but it had long been so, without 
its mere existence sparking debates over race. Whatever relative weighting 
we assign to the political crisis or mulatto assertiveness, it seems certain that 
neither would have sufficed to cause the discussion of racial issues without 
one essential precondition: the willingness of a large sector of the white 

population to join (or its inability to avoid) that discussion. 
The reason for such participation by whites, in turn, lies in the nature of 

the political crisis itself, and more particularly in the question of nativism. 
Since the beginning of the independence movement in 1821, the rivalry with 

boards which interpreted the law as including only electors, thus excluding freedmen. 
Jeanne Berrance de Castro, ' O negro na guarda nacional brasileira,' Anais do Museu Paulista, 
xxri (1969), 164-71; Brazil, Colefdo das decisoes, 1838, Aviso of I2 Feb. 1838. The rights of 
libertos in the National Guard were defended in Parliament by Ant6nio Pereira Reboucas. 
See his Recordafoes da vida parlamentar (Rio de Janeiro, I870), I, io8; in, 258. 
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Portugal had opened all Brazilians, regardless of their color, to the racial 
slurs that formed part of Portugal's stereotyped image of the rebellious 

colony. A decade of promiscuously traded insults led inevitably to a blur- 

ring of the lines between rhetoric, race, and nationality, finally forcing all 
Brazilians into a defensive posture where a mixed racial identity had become 
confused with something like patriotism. One Brazilian pamphlet of 1822 
was devoted almost exclusively to rebutting charges made by a Portuguese 
writer that Brazil was a land of 'monkeys, Negroes, and snakes', settled 

by people 'netted on the coast of Africa'. The indignant Brazilian's reply 
showed his vacillation between denying the truth of the racial indictment, 
and tacitly accepting some of its truth while rejecting its assumption of 
racial inferiority. The patriot began by pointing to Brazil's undeniably white 
residents: the Royal Family, a Swiss colony, and white Portuguese troops; 
but he ended by admitting that much of the country's population was 
indeed made up of free pardos, implicitly denying that this was in any 
sense a disability.16 

The bitter conflicts between Portuguese and Brazilians continued and 
increased during the rest of the I82os. By the end of the decade the issue 
of nativism had grown especially heated."7 The emperor, himself Portu- 

guese born, had surrounded himself with advisers of similar condition, and 
his government was under violent attack by Brazilians who now embraced 
with pride those characteristics which their adversaries scorned. They 
affected rustic hats of local manufacture, and their repugnance for the 
racial epithets diminished as the connotations of those epithets changed. In 
Santo Amaro, Bahia, in I830, one Brazilian patriot laboriously hand-printed 
a crude broadside calling for the overthrow of D. Pedro I and the enthrone- 
ment of his Brazilian-born but unimpeachably white son: 'Long Live our 
freedom with our Prince, a cabra like us'.18 For the moment, racial classi- 
fications like pardo, cabra, and the rest had simply become polemical 
language for ' Brazilian '. 

6 ' Justa retribuisao dada ao Compadre de Lisboa em desagravo dos Brasileiros ofendidos por 
varias assersoes que escreveu na sua carta em resposta ao Compadre de Belem pelo filho do 
Compadre do Rio de Janeiro,' in Raymundo Faoro, ed., O Debate politico no processo da 
independencia (Rio de Janeiro, I973), pp. 4-5, 20-22. 

17 On the period, see John Armitage, Historia do Brasil (3rd Brazilian edition, Rio de Janeiro, 
I943), pp. 284-316. 

18 'Morrao os marotos todos. Viva o0 nosso a mabilissimo Principe o lr D. Pedro 2, nosso 
Patricio. Viva a nossa liberde com o Nosso Principe cabra como nos. Morra tudo qto he 
maroto, e qm Faz o favor de Marotos'. The original of this broadside is enclosed in: 
Camara Municipal of Santo Amaro to Provincial President (Bahia), 22 Oct. 1830, Arquivo 
Publico do Estado da Bahia, Presidencia da Provincia, Camara de Santo Amaro, I823-36, vol. 
1425. Cabra (lit.: goat) was a favorite category of the day. It carried connotations of mixed 
blood and rural background. 
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With race and nationality thus linked, the race issue was thrust into 

prominence as nationality seemed to be in jeopardy. By I830 an opposition 
newspaper, Nova Luz Brasileira, had begun to discuss racial discrimina- 
tion openly and with disapproval if it could be made to reflect badly upon 
the Portuguese faction. In one published letter of that year, a reader attacked 
the 'colunaticos' (Portuguese) for discriminating against ,Brazilian-born 
citizens and attempting to smear them with racial insults, of which the 
author mentioned a great number, even adopting one for his signature - 
'O Cabrinho'.l1 A month later the editor of the same journal described a 
scene of racial conflict at a Rio de Janeiro theater in an article that couched 
the problem less in terms of black versus white than of Portuguese versus 
Brazilian. The editor complained that when 'citizens of color' entered the 

theater, they were greeted with rude noises and sneezing by other members 
of the audience who then shouted such remarks as: 'Out, you lump of 

coal', or 'Get out, toasted peanut', in order to embarrass the colored 
citizen.20 The newspaper made clear its belief that Portuguese were respon- 
sible for the heckling, referring to it as ' a Portuguese practice used to insult 

Negroes', and by blaming the problem on 'caixeiros impudentes' at a 
time when the term 'caixeiro' (clerk) was widely taken as a synonym for 

immigrant Portuguese. The most respectable opposition newspaper, Aurora 
Fluminense, adopted the race and nationality juxtaposition in early I83I. 
In one issue it criticized the use of offensive racial allusions because 'We 
are all Brazilians; we are all equal before Law'. And in another, Aurora 
attacked a pro-Portuguese newspaper for sarcastically referring to an 

allegedly Brazilian physical trait described as 'insubordinate hair '. 
When these editors lamented such displays of boorishness and bigotry, 

they were attacking the Portuguese, not reaching out to blacks or mulattoes. 
But once begun, such politically motivated discussions of race discrimination 
and prejudice soon led to the apparent political appeals to mulattoes and 

pardos that characterized the first three years of the I83os. The events that 

triggered this remarkable escalation appear to have been related to the in- 

creasingly unpopular emperor's trip to the province of Minas Gerais in 

early I831. What actually happened on that occasion is obscure, but it seems 
clear that racial tensions in parts of the province were deliberately aggra- 
vated at the time of the emperor's visit. The newspaper Aurora Fluminense, 
one of the emperor's strongest critics at the time, later blamed his sup- 
porters for the unrest. As Aurora had it, the emperor's 'agents', in an 

irresponsible attempt to discredit the liberal opposition in Minas, had tried 

19 Nova Luz Brasileira, 5 Feb. i830. 
20 Ibid., 9 Mar. I830. 

21 Aurora Fluminense, 28 Feb. I831; I5 Apr. 1831. 
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to persuade the free colored population that the liberals proposed to re- 
enslave them. This policy, continued Evaristo da Veiga, the paper's editor, 
had caused the outbreak of 'movements of a frightening character' in the 
town of Mariana and elsewhere in the province. If there was any truth to 
the rumor of re-enslavement, wrote Evaristo, it grew out of a reactionary 
pamphlet, which appeared soon after the disturbances in Mariana and which 
the editor evidently believed to be a provocation circulated by the emperor's 
party, not by his opposition.22 

By now the race issue had developed a momentum of its own, and it 
thrived on the political instability of the Regency period (1831-40). In the 
welter of political newspapers that flooded the country after the emperor's 
abdication (7 April 1831), there appeared a startling number of journals 
ostensibly dedicated to the political interests of colored citizens. This 
'mulatto press' included at least seven sheets with racially allusive titles 

(Table II), and many other newspapers responded to the issues they raised. 

TABLE II 

First Appearance and Political Line of Mulatto-Oriented Periodicals 

Title Date of First Political 

Appearance (approx.) Affiliation 
O Filho da Terra Oct., 1831 Exaltado 
0 Mulato, ou 

0 Homen de Cor Sept., 1833 Exaltado 

O Brasileiro Pardo Oct., 1833 Caramuru 

0 Cabrito Nov., I833 Exaltado 

0 Meia Cara Nov., 1833 Caramuru 

0 Crioulinho Nov., I833 Caramuru 

0 Crioulo Nov., 1833 Exaltado 

Sources: Biblioteca Nacional do Rio de Janeiro (Rare Books Collection); Helio Vianna, Contri- 
buiaio a historia da imprensa brasileira (1812-69) (Rio de Janeiro, 1945), pp. 218-23, 238-46, 
272. 

In keeping with the temper of the no-holds-barred journalism of the day, 
the mulatto-oriented publications described the problems of colored citizens 
in immoderate language. One of the earliest, O Filho da Terra, referred to 
the problem of racial prejudice in filling government posts, and specifically 
cited the lack of black elected officials. It also denounced more general 
symptoms of bigotry, notably the use by the police of racial descriptions in 

22 Ibid., ii Nov. I831; ii Jan. I832; 2I Jan. I833; 22 Nov. I833. 
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their records. Another protested against the use of racial notations on voting 
rolls.23 

Yet it is important to note that reference to racial prejudice as a funda- 
mental problem in Brazilian society - that is, as a free-standing issue - was 
the exception rather than the rule in these publications. More often the 
mulatto papers framed their protests in terms of purely partisan politics, 
usually as attacks upon the political group in power. During the early I83os 
this group was the middle-of-the-road liberals (Moderados) led by Evaristo 
da Veiga of Aurora Fluminense, and the Minister of Justice, later to be 

Regent, Diogo Ant6nio Feij6. It was they, not society at large, who most 

directly felt the sting of the race-oriented journals. 
The mulatto attack on the Moderado government issued from the two 

extremes of Brazilian political life, the Caramurus (Portuguese restoration- 

ists), and the Exaltados (Jacobin democrats). Both groups offered interpreta- 
tions of political events as evidence that the Moderados and their govern- 
ment were not to be trusted by free colored citizens. Although the political 
lines of these publications varied, their attacks rested on a remarkably uni- 
form historical interpretation of recent events: the Moderados had betrayed 
the trust of the colored classes after the emperor's abdication; they had 

sought the support of the free colored, used them as 'shock troops', and 
then abandoned them. O Mulatto, ou 0 Homem de Cor, an Exaltado 
sheet, stated the case simply and with typical vagueness. The Moderados 
had climbed over the backs of the colored citizens at the time of abdication 
and then placed their white friends in office, ignoring the blacks altogether 
in the distribution of spoils.24 Speaking for the restorationist Caramurus, 
0 Brasileiro Pardo began its first and only number by recalling the halcyon 
days of the first empire when there had been pardos in many public posi- 
tions. Unfortunately, ran the article, the pardos had allowed themselves to 
be convinced by the Moderados that D. Pedro I and the Portuguese did not 
have their interests at heart. Thus the ' Evaristos' had been able to pit the 
mulattoes against the Portuguese faction in the civil disturbances that led 

up to the emperor's abdication. Once in power, however, the Moderados 
had made their peace with the wealthy Portuguese and failed to keep their 

promises (of patronage?) to their colored supporters. Published in I833, this 

newspaper charged that the same Moderado politicians were now trying to 

persuade pardos and mulattoes to form a line of defense against the restora- 
tionist threat, but predicted that the colored population would not be fooled 

23 0 Filho da Terra, 28 Oct. 1831, and as cited in Aurora Fluminense, II Nov. I831; Berrance 
de Castro, ' negro ', pp. I54-62; Helio Vianna, Contribudao a historia da imprensa 
brasileira (I812-1869) (Rio de Janeiro, I945), p. 223. 

24 0 Mulatto, ou 0 Homem de Cor, 23 Oct. I833. 
L.A.S.-2 
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twice. Hence the motto on the paper's masthead: 'The scalded cat is 
afraid of water.' 25 The apparent political goals of both newspapers and 
others like them were the same: to draw support away from the estab- 
lished government, partly by unsubstantiated charges of discrimination, and 
then to add this support to their own political camps by holding out the 
bait of patronage. 

The government party's newspaper, Aurora Fluminense, and its editor, 
Evaristo da Veiga, fielded these charges almost singlehandedly. From the 

first, Evaristo showed an understandable confusion about the nature of the 
attacks. For one thing, in I831 they had seemed to be connected primarily 
with the political left, but by 1833 the most alarming racial rhetoric was 

being generated by the reactionaries on the right. And there was, of course, 
a more basic question to be asked of the origin of the mulatto press attacks: 
were they merely a tactic being used by conventional political foes, or did 

they represent the genuine political opposition of a selfbconscious racial 

group? Evaristo da Veiga decided that they were the former, and defended 
his party in the same political terms that the 'mulatto press' used to attack 
it. In his ,running defense, Evaristo carefully distinguished between the real 
interests of free blacks and the political interests of the extremists who were 

trying to 'delude' those blacks by playing on ungrounded fears and old 
resentments in the same way that the emperor had done in 1831. The editor 
denied that the government discriminated in its appointment and hiring 
practices, and noted that the Moderado party had black members who were 
as well respected as the whites.26 This is not to suggest that Evaristo da 

Veiga and his followers believed that the mulatto press was trivial because 
it was a managed tactic rather than a groundswell. Certainly they worried 
a great deal about the damage that such irresponsible stirring of racial 
tensions could do, and as the years passed their worry deepened. What was 
described rather mildly as the 'intrigue of colors' in 1832 had been labeled 
the much more portentous 'Haitianism' by I835.27 

There is a good deal of evidence that Evaristo was right - that the mulatto 

press of the early I830s was less a vehicle of mulatto self-expression than of 
racist provocation by whites (or mulattoes) with conventional political goals. 
It can be no coincidence that published appeals aimed apparently at colored 
readers corresponded very closely with periods of crisis within the white 

political world: the abdication in early 1831, and the climax of restorationist 
fears generated by Caramuru aggressiveness in late I833. The almost 

25 0 Brasileiro Pardo, 21 Oct. I833. 
26 Aurora Fluminense, ii Nov. I831; 11 Jan. 1832; 21 Jan. I833; 25 Oct. I833; 22 Nov. I833. 
27 Ibid., ii Jan. 1832; I April I835. 
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simultaneous appearance in October and November of 1833 of papers that 
mention race in their titles (Table II), for instance, was not due to any 
specific pressure on the mulatto community at the time, but rather coincided 
with government pressure upon the Caramuru group which responded in 
its desperation by agitating the race issue. The restorationist line dominated 
the mulatto press of 1833, yet it is difficult to imagine why any mulatto 
would choose to ally with the Caramuru faction, identified as it was with 
the racist Portuguese and a foreign emperor never known for his generosity 
toward colored Brazilians. For their part, the Caramurus seem to have been 
more than willing to work both sides of the street. At least one anonymous 
Caramuru pamphlet of 1831 adopted an openly racist position, calling for 
white Brazilians to be tolerant of the remaining Portuguese because if they 
were expelled, the Negroes would then outnumber and overpower the 

remaining whites. The pamphlet went on to strike every chord of race fear 
and prejudice in its considerable repertoire.28 The following year in Minas 
Gerais one newspaper reported the about-face of opportunistic (and certainly 
white) members of the restorationist faction who had previously demanded 
the exclusion of mulattoes from public office, but now were agitating those 
same citizens with promises of government jobs and patronage.29 There is 
even some indication that the Exaltado paper, 0 Homem de Cor, was for 
a time secretly edited by a well-known Caramuru leader.30 

In view of all this it is worth speculating whether the Caramurus' adop- 
tion of the race issue may not have been purely provocative. Perhaps the 
restorationists imagined that their conservative political goals - driving white 
Brazilians back into the emperorss fold - would be best served by keeping 
before the public the spectre of race conflict, regardless of the political con- 
text in which it was presented. If this is so, then we must be prepared to 
re-evaluate the mulatto press in a completely different light. Instead of 

representing mulattoes writing directly for other mulattoes, some, if not all, 
of these papers may have been addressed indirectly to whites. Rather than 

promoting the welfare of mixed-bloods, they may have had the very different 

goal of panicking whites, a goal which, if achieved, would very likely have 
a detrimental long-term effect on the interests of the colored population. 

The Exaltado arm of the mulatto press phenomenon may have been more 

sincere; in general, the left-wing press was both more consistent and more 
tenacious in its position on racial discrimination. Yet however straight- 
forward their own feelings about race, the leftists and the non-restorationist 

28 Aparifaio extraordindria, e inesperada do velho venerando ao Roceiro. Dialogo havido entre 
eles sobre a atual situafao politica do Brasil (Rio de Janeiro and Recife, I831), pp. I2-26. 

29 0 Astro de Minas, 14 Apr. 1832. 
30 Vianna, Contribuicao, p. 2I9. 
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right also showed a keen appreciation of the possibility of racist provocation 
and its political uses. In 1835 some Exaltado journalists accused Evaristo da 

Veiga and the Moderados of themselves inventing the Haitianism scare as 
a political tactic to gain white votes.31 And a more conservative sheet of 

1833 advanced as a pet theory of its own that the Moderado government 
had been duped by the English into feigning a fear of Haitianism in order 
to drive foreigners and natives into conflicts which would eventually 
'depopulate Brazil and ruin Portuguese commerce so that [England] may 
introduce Irish merchants and colonists'." Clearly the race issue was made 
to serve many masters. 

These doubts about the origins of 'Haitianism' force us into a considera- 
tion of the very possibility of minority racial solidarity in nineteenth-century 
Brazil. The existence of a distinct mulatto bloc was a unifying supposition 
of the mulatto newspapers; all the race-oriented publications of 1833 referred 
to the mulatto population in semiPmonolithic terms, as a self-conscious and 

politicized body capable of being duped, manipulated, or enlisted collec- 

tively. Yet outside the contentious newspapers there is no supporting evi- 
dence to document anything resembling such caste consciousness by pardos 
or other colored citizens. It is unlikely that the participation of such a self- 
conscious racial minority in the events of 1831 would have escaped the 
attention of contemporary observers and later historians, but these sources 

provide little support for the racial interpretations of those events as 
advanced by the mulatto press.33 It is true that there were many colored 
faces among the anti-Portuguese rioters and the crowds demanding conces- 
sions from the emperor just prior to his abdication. But that would have 

been a characteristic of any large crowd gathered in Rio for any purpose 
at any time after the sixteenth century. Historians have generally found 

nothing remarkable in this, and have been more likely to refer to the com- 

position of these crowds in vague social terms (infima plebe, populaFa) rather 

than racial ones. 
Who were the editors of the mulatto newspapers? If racial solidarity was 

a possibility and if these journals were sincerely dedicated to the interests 

of society's mixed-bloods, then we could reasonably expect their editors to 
be colored themselves and leaders of their ethnic compatriots. As is the case 

with most of the newspapers of the day, however, the identity of the editors 

of the mulatto press remains a mystery. Mulattoes they may have been, but 

31 Aurora Fluminense, x Apr. 1835. 
32 0 Tamoio Constitucional, quoted in Vianna, Contribuifao, p. 272. 

33 Armitage, Historia, pp. 298-310; Tobias do Rego Monteiro, Historia do imperio: 0 primeiro 
reinado (Rio de Janeiro, 1946), I, 290-2; Octavio Tarquinio de Sousa, A vida de D. Pedro I 

(2nd ed., Rio de Janeiro, 954), III, 89I-6. 
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in their anonymity they cannot be thought of as prominent advocates of 
mulatto interests. Nevertheless, in the absence of more complete informa- 

tion, it remains tempting to infer the racial iconnexion if only because we 
know that so many of the principal journalists of the Regency period were 
mulattoes. Journalism was a new profession in Brazil, and it attracted those 
whose marginal status, due to race or social background, effectively barred 
their way to more traditional careers. Yet the inference of racial solidarity 
does not hold up in the few cases where our data are solid. For two of the 
most outstanding mulatto journalists of the day, Justiniano Jose da Rocha 
and Francisco de Salles Torres Homem, race cannot be considered a positive 
factor of common identification. On the contrary, these editors tried either 
to minimize or disguise their mixed heritage. Although Justiniano was 

frequently attacked for his racial characteristics (editorial cartoons portray 
him as a grotesque Negro caricature), he denounced the editorial or political 
use of the race issue, defending the position that race prejudice did not exist 
in Brazil.34 Torres Homem is remembered in part for his vanity (he affected 

imported wigs to disguise his natural hair) and the ease with which he was 

co-opted into the government after a firebrand's youth.35 For these men, 
and assuredly for others like them, racial solidarity appeared a less attract- 
ive means to advancement than selective access to what Carl Degler has 
called a ' mulatto escape hatch ,.36 

Is it possible, then, to give any definite example of a mulatto champion- 
ing the rights of his racial group? During the period under discussion, it 
is striking that only one individual to whom we can attach both a name 
and a mixed racial identity, the mulatto Antonio Pereira Reboucas, raised 
his voice in support of colored citizens. Reboucas was several times a federal 

deputy from the province of Bahia in the i83os and i84os, and was perhaps 
the most visible ,mulatto in the political world. Unlike the editors previously 
mentioned, however, this example of the efficacy of the mulatto escape hatch 
did not shun the race issue altogether. Although he too had to endure 
vicious racial attacks by his colleagues in the Chamber of Deputies and his 
enemies in the press,37 he apparently took some pride in his background 
and openly referred to it in his occasional efforts to promote or protect the 
interests of colored Brazilians. 

34 0 Brasil, ii Sept. I841. 
35 Raymundo Magalhaes Jr, Tres panfletdrios do segundo reinado (Sao Paulo, I956), pp. 3-43. 
36 Degler, Neither Black nor White, pp. 224-32. 
37 Reboucas's Bahian colleagues were especially abusive. In one parliamentary debate Joao 

Mauricio Wanderley dismissed Reboucas with a racial metaphor: ' impure and muddy swamp 
water, no matter how much it is filtered and purified, always shows its origin.' B-CDA, 
I846, II, 571. On the floor of the Bahian legislative assembly Francisco Goncalves Martins 
called him a ' moleque de rua '. Correio Mercantil (Bahia), 21 Apr. I838. 
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But Reboupas's was a wary and self-serving advocacy. Like Evaristo da 

Veiga and others, he viewed the manipulation of racial tensions as a politi- 
cally motivated and potentially dangerous tactic, one which was basically 
extrinsic to the question of rights for colored citizens. Reboucas himself was 

prone to use the race question for narrow partisan ends. An example of his 

equivocal attitude is expressed in a speech of I843 in which he mentioned 
the small numbers of mulattoes in government and then attempted a correla- 
tion of the incidence of racial agitation with the broader political context. 
He suggested to his colleagues in the Chamber of Deputies that during all 
times of general peace in the empire ' a few turbulent and innovative spirits 
have given themselves to the intrigue of colors'. After the disorders of 1824 
in Recife, he claimed, such intrigues had been 'in vogue'. Then again, after 
the conclusion of the war with Buenos Aires (1828), 'the same intrigue 
reappeared' with its 'false and defamatory imputations'. He discovered 
other outbreaks in 1831 and 1835, and he predicted that when the war in Rio 
Grande do Sul ended they would surface again.38 From a factual point of 
view this fascinating chronology has little to recommend it; it omits, for 
instance, the mulatto agitation of I833. But in context it is most revealing of 
the qualified sense of racial solidarity that a prominent mulatto like Ant6nio 
Pereira Reboucas could feel. As the rambling speech developed, it became 
clear that far from threatening racial upheaval, Reboucas had merely 
digressed into the problems of racial exclusion and agitation as a metaphor 
for the exclusion of, and potential agitation by, members of his party 
(Liberal) during a time of dominance by the Conservatives. Reboucas was 
here advocating minority party representation in the 'ministry in the same 
breath with his denunciation of the exclusion of a racial minority, and it 
was difficult to tell which was to him the more important. For this mulatto, 
then, the tension over race was not only a managed, somewhat artificial 

intrigue whose incidence could be predicted by external factors, but it was 
also intimately connected with conventional party politics, and, more 

especially, with his own political career. Reboucas ended his speech in a 

lighthearted exchange with a colleague over 'why the mulatto deputy had 
not himself been called to form a ministry.39 

Having said this, it is perhaps unnecessary to explore any deeper into the 

feelings of these prominent mulattoes toward the even less fortunate of 
their race. But it is at least worthwhile to point out that none of these men 
felt any evident repugnance for black slavery. When Justiniano Jose da 
Rocha edited pro-government newspapers, for instance, he sometimes col- 
lected part of his pay in the form of illegally imported Africans seized by 

38 B-CDA, I843, In, 821. 39 Ibid., 822-6. 
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authorities.40 Reboupas appeared even less concerned about the fate of 
enslaved blacks. He devoted a great deal of energy, in fact, to devising plans 
by which to circumvent the British prohibition of the African slave trade, 
and to discovering legal loopholes in Brazil's own laws that prohibited the 
traffic after 1831.'4 

These examples of indifferent leadership and problematic solidarity 
strongly suggest that the racial confrontations described by the mulatto press 
did not correspond very closely to reality. This disparity underscores the 

complexity of the mulatto protests, and at the same time helps to explain 
how their instigators could have risked placing the language of racial mili- 

tancy at the service of regular politics. Despite its clear potential for stir- 

ring white imaginations or actual racial solidarity, the early mulatto press 
does not appear to have reflected a real or uniformly feared racial conflict 
within free society. Mulattoes were certainly involved, and the bitter vehe- 
mence of some of the protests radiates an authenticity of its own, but the 
so-called intrigue of colors also had a conventional partisan dimension which 
linked it to more acceptable concerns about political support, elections, and 

popular participation. In the early i830s this conventional side kept the 

phenomenon within the bounds of debate, and therefore provisionally safe 
- one way (Rebousas could refer to it as being 'in vogue ') for the opposition 
to attack the ministry. In short, Haitianism may tell us as much about the 

political elites who tolerated and used it as about the mulattoes who may 
have been involved. At the very least, the paradoxes and ambiguities of 
the intrigue of colors suggest alternative explanations of what at first may 
seem a clear case of racial conflict. If the difficulties of interpretation can- 
not be wholly resolved, they nevertheless show the danger of applying 
narrowly dichotomous constructs of 'race relations' to events that were 

very much a part of the larger social and political debate. 

III 

The 'intrigue of colors' lost its perceived ambiguity in I835 when free 

society suddenly found itself threatened by something that resembled real 

40 Such distribution of ' Africanos livres', which amounted to an illicit form of slavery, was 
common in Brazil between 1831 and I850. Conrad, 'Neither Slave nor Free ', passim; for 
the case of Rocha, see Elmano Cardim, Justiniano lose da Rocha (Sao Paulo, I964), pp. 46-7. 

41 Interestingly enough, Rebougas's concern was not primarily with the general labor shortage 
that would follow the end of the slave trade, but, more parochially, with the destructive 
effects that the cessation of the traffic would have on the market for Bahian tobacco and 
cane liquor in Africa. His plans, proposed on two occasions during the I840s, were never 

approved. Ant6nio P. Reboucas, Recordafoes, I, 380-I (Speech of II Jan. 1843); II, 236-43 
(Speech of io June I846). On racial solidarity, see also, Degler, Neither Black nor White, 
p. 84. 
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Haitainis,m, not the merely indiscreet agitation of the mulatto press. Early 
in that year a slave revolt in the city of Bahia rocked the country and 
dramatized to whites the serious nature of the racial situation. In Rio de 
Janeiro the Chamber of Deputies rushed to pass special legislation to deal 
with potential slave rebellion, now perceived as an imminent challenge.42 
Among the first casualties of the Bahian slave revolt were the previously 
open discussion of race Iprejudice and the inflammatory use of racial epithet 
as a means of political attack. Whites, and, no doubt, many mulattoes, closed 
ranks in opposition to even the milder forms of racial assertiveness which 
now seemed to have the potential to destroy society altogether. 

Resurrection of the race issue for political purposes was virtually unknown 
after this period. Two incidents can be documented in the early I84os, and 
both correspond to periods of maximum political crisis in the white world. 
Dom Pedro II's majority was hastened by a Liberal coup d'etat in 1840, 
and in a vain attempt to retain the ministry, the Liberal leader of that year 
launched an appeal to mulattoes in which he claimed to be their 'protector', 
and accused his enemies of racial prejudice.43 The racial appeal apparently 
had no positive effect, and the government fell in early I84I. The ousted 
Liberals of the provinces of Minas Gerais and Sao Paulo revolted the follow- 

ing year, and after the government quashed the rebellion it imposed rigged 
elections and imported hand-picked candidates for national deputy on 
the defeated province of Minas Gerais. One of these candidates was the 
mulatto editor, Justiniano Jose da Rocha. In 1840 Rocha himself had 
attacked the Liberals for raising the race issue, but the opposition in Minas 
took his color as a pretext for labeling him as a 'Haitianist' in 1842. Rocha 

reported to a friend that in various electoral districts of Minas Gerais 

anonymous letters circulated accusing him of being the leader of a 'club of 
Haitianism'. In at least one district (where, scoffed the candidate, the 
residents 'believe in Haitianism') the scare tactic worked, but the desperate 
revival of the race issue did not prevent Rocha's election province-wide.44 
These were isolated incidents, however, and after this period the tactic of 
overt racial intrigue was abandoned because the essential precondition had 
been shattered. After I835 Brazilian whites were no longer willing to 
tolerate debates over race. 

42 Brazil, Cole?do das leis. Law of Io June I835. The law instituted the death penalty, without 

appeal, for any slave who assaulted his master, overseer, foreman, or any member of their 
families. 

43 ' O Sr. Antonio Carlos e os Mulattoes ', in O Brazil, ii Sept, I84I. 
44 Justiniano Jose da Rocha to Firmino Rodrigues Silva, 9 Nov. 1842; 25 Dec. 1842, cited in 

Nelson Lage Mascarenhas, Um jornalista do inperio (Firmino Rodrigues Silva) (Sao Paulo, 

I96I), pp. 78-82. 
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The rapid rise and fall of the intrigue of colors had an important effect 
on the political atmosphere of Brazil. In dramatic contrast to the early I830s, 
the latter half of that decade developed in Brazil as a period of conservative 
retrenchment and reassertion of centralized authority. The social and 

political pessimism of these years culminated after I837 in the movement 

informally known as the Regresso, or retreat from the ideals of the preced- 
ing liberal years. A number of factors combined to cause the reaction - 

among them regional unrest, the failure of certain liberal institutions, and 

simple political ambition. It is impossible to specify a single prime factor, 
but the mulatto press and Haitianism of the early I830s must be pinpointed 
as contributory elements on at least two levels. 

At the most obvious level, the genuine fear of slave revolt or racial up- 
heaval cannot be minimized. To many observers this terrifying prospect 
seemed a linear development: beginning with the racial nativism of the 

early i83os, progressing through the Imulatto press, and finally culminating 
in Haitianism and slave-revolt in I835. The sudden possibility of society 
disintegrating along racial lines as a consequence of the 'permissive' early 
I83os disposed many such observers to favor a return to a more authoritarian 
solution for Brazil. This sort of reaction, of course, represented the tardy 
fruition of the restorationists' earlier attempts at racist provocation of the 
white community. The Caramurus existed no longer, and racist conserva- 
tism bore fruit too late for their cause - the deposed emperor had died in 

Portugal in I834. But the conservative heirs of the restorationists, now 

sympathetic with the Regresso, reaped a belated political harvest. Even 
middle-of-the road observers like Evaristo da Veiga, who did not believe in 
the autonomous existence of a colored lobby, expressed the belief that the 
events of the early I83os were connected to the slave revolt of 1835 by the 
common theme of 'agitation of the people of color' that had been going on 
since I83I.45 

A series of more wide-ranging effects of the intrigue of colors was related 
to changes in the practical social philosophies upon which Brazilian govern- 
ment rested during this time. In any regime, the congruence of formal 

ideology and social reality is a crucial problem; and where the fit is not 

perfect, as it was not in politically 'liberal' but socially slavocratic Brazil, 

popular rationalization becomes a factor in the intellectual legitimacy of 
the regime. Glen Dealy has given a provocative analysis of some facets of 
this problem in early nineteenth-century Spanish America where new 

regimes struggled to resolve the contradictions between foreign liberal 

45 Aurora Fluminense, I Apr. I835. 
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models and authoritarian traditions.46 Although Dealy's essay omits Portu- 

guese America, his analysis of attitudes toward factionalism seems especially 
relevant to the Brazilian situation. Dealy contrasts James Madison's con- 
clusions about factionalism, expressed in The Federalist Papers, with those 
of Latin American political leaders: Madison believed that the problem of 
factionalism could only be handled by measures designed to mitigate its 
effects. To uproot faction altogether would require either the impossible: 
unanimity of opinion, or the unacceptable: the removal of freedom. By 
contrast, according to Dealy, Spanish American political thinkers believed 
that factionalism could be eradicated and, perhaps unwittingly, proceeded 
to fill Madison's prescription - first assuming the possibility of uniformity 
of opinion, then, disillusioned, resorting to the suppression of liberties.47 

The process can be illustrated to perfection in the case of Brazil. The 

statebuilding Moderado liberals of the period before 1837 engaged in 

excruciating intellectual contortions in the attempt to conceive of Brazil as 
a community of shared interests and uniform opinions. Regional diversity, 
racial and class disparities, and political factionalism were to these liberals 
all parts of the same unacceptable view of Brazilian society which they felt 

they had no alternative but to reject or ridicule.48 The result was awkward 

rationalizations, despair in the face of incontrovertible realities, and the 

predictable outcome of protesting too much. Once again, Evaristo da Veiga 
furnishes the best example. As the voice of the Moderado government, 
Evaristo searched for evidence of social solidarity and common interests in 

every event of the late i82os and early I830s. At different times he posited 
the existence of a national political conscience, common regional interests, 
and a social common denominator to be found in the 'Imiddle classes .49 

This trembling edifice of rationalization could not withstand the challenge 
of race. Liberals like Evaristo would no doubt have preferred to avoid the 
issue altogether, but the mulatto press of the 183os made evasion impossible 
by insistently presenting the Moderados with a form of diversity that could 
not be denied. In the early I83os, Evaristo did make an effort to soft-pedal 
the question of racial conflict. Between 1831 and 1835, Aurora Fluminense 

46 Glen Dealy, 
' 

Prolegomena on the Spanish American Political Tradition ', Hispanic American 
Historical Review, Feb. I968, pp. 37-58. 

47 Ibid., p. 48. 
48 See the description of this component of early Brazilian liberalism in Aureliano Candido 

Tavares Bastos, A provincia. Estudo sobre a descentralizafdo no Brasil (2nd ed., Sao Paulo, 
I937), PP. I62-3. 

49 Aurora Fluminense, 23 Apr. I829; 5 Jan. 1831; I7 Jan. 1831; II Feb. I83I; 8 June I832. 
Another contemporary liberal journalist went so far as to posit a ' classless ' Brazil: A 

Malagueta, 13 Feb. I829. For an extended discussion of liberal social thought, see Flory, 
' Judge and Jury ', pp. 48-61. 
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denied that mulatto citizens were 'pariahs in Brazilian society' as the 

agitators claimed, and repeatedly predicted that the extremists would fail 
to convince the pardos that their interests were distinct from those of society 
at large.50 But the protests had a hollow sound, and their weakness was a 
fatal flaw in the liberals' entire structure of social rationalizations. For when 
Evaristo da Veiga spoke of community and consensus, he was speaking of 
all society - race prejudice was only the most obvious contradiction, but it 
had the power to bring the entire design down. Furthermore, there was no 

escape even if one assumed, as Evaristo did, that the mulatto press was 
directed by unscrupulous whites, for in a society of common interests it 
would be unthinkable for factions to develop, so virulent that they would 
not hesitate to promote divisions along racial lines. However they viewed 
the authenticity of the mulatto press, then, the liberals were left facing a 
divided society, and their rationalizations had begun to collapse by I835.51 

This alternative perception of Brazilian society as internally divided and 

dangerously at odds was central to Regresso social philosophy, and it put a 
definitive end to overt racial agitation. At the same time it raised the political 
face-value of race fear, while having much the same chilling effect on the 

political lexicon that the problem of free blacks had had earlier on the 

legislative vocabulary. Suddenly Brazilian editors and politicians had a more 

explosive instrument in the race issue, but because of its volatility they were 
more selective in its evocation, preferring to apply the issue by indirection, 

speaking the language of class rather than that of race.52 Inevitably, as in 

legislation, the race problem was subsumed by the 'social problem', and 
the new uneasiness about race infected general attitudes and actions toward 

society at large. After I835, therefore, Brazilians of all colors inherited the 

legacy of Haitianism in the form of increased authoritarian centralization 

(Madison's ' removal of freedom '); and poor Brazilians in particular suffered 
de facto curtailment of liberties spawned in part by race fear but non-specific 
as to race because such specificity was both unconstitutional and impolitic.53 

Examples of this sort of secondary effect are abundant, and they mirror 
the political and social complexity of the earlier intrigue of colors. Just as 

o) Aurora Fluminense, II Nov. I83I; II Jan. I832; 2I Jan. I833; 25 Oct. I833; I Apr. 1835; 
6 Apr. 1835; 6 Nov. I835. 

51 A striking early example of the disillusionment in liberal circles is Diogo Ant8nio Feij6's 
pessimistic article printed in Aurora Fluminense, 26 Jan. I835 (reprint from O lusticeiro of 
Sao Paulo). 

52 See one minister's vivid appreciation of the dangers of racial allusion in the Chamber of 

Deputies, B-CDA, 1843, In, 843. 
53 A late colonial perspective on mixed perceptions of ' racial ' and ' class ' control is Stuart B. 

Schwartz, 'Elite Politics and the Growth of a Peasantry', in From Colony to Nation (ed. 
A. J. R. Russell-Wood, Baltimore, 1975), pp. I33-54. 
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the mulatto press could not be fully described as a phenomenon of race, so 
the post-I835 reaction against it was not exclusively racial in content. A close 
examination of the reactionary counter-reforms, in fact, suggests that in 
some cases the race issue may have itself been the secondary one. The newly- 
charged language of race seems often to have been employed deliberately as 
a stalking horse for more general social management. 

The conservative modification of the National Guard is an illuminating 
example. Created during the liberal period (I83I), the National Guard was 
an open institution both racially and politically. Free blacks and mulattoes, 

including libertos, were eligible to serve, and the guards elected officers from 

among their own number. There was dissatisfaction with the National 
Guard from the beginning, and the openness of the institution made it a 
natural target for reactionary reform. At least as early as 1836, the legisla- 
tive assemblies of many Brazilian provinces modified the National Guard 
in suich a way as to reassert central authority over this nearly autonomous 
institution.54 Finally, in I85o the central government itself assumed responsi- 
bility for the appointment of National Guard officers. One student of the 
Brazilian National Guard, Jeanne Berrance de Castro, has interpreted this 
centralization process as racially motivated: white elites were uncomfortable 

serving in the National Guard with free blacks and mixed bloods, and the 
law outraged whites by making it theoretically possible for colored guards 
to be elected as officers.55 In arriving at this interpretation, Berrance de 
Castro has only taken the alarmist rhetoric of the time at its word, but there 
is little hard evidence that either of these considerations was in fact the 
reason for centralizing reforms. It may be true that in some places white 
citizens felt uneasy about mixing with blacks, but free blacks and even 
slaves had long participated in the defense of the colony, and in any event 
influential whites usually occupied positions of command in the Guard that 
were comfortably analogous to plantation life. Indeed, one common argu- 
ment held that the inclusion of free coloreds in the National Guard should 

actively be encouraged because it would condition blacks and pardos to 
'relations of command and obedience... To increase these relations is to 
increase social attachments'.56 The evidence presented of lower class blacks 

engineering their election as officers, and then lording it over their white 
social superiors, is even more suspicious. The press repeated this imaginative 

54 Tavares Bastos, A provincia, pp. 8I--2; Jeanne Berrance de Castro, ' A guarda nacional', 
in Buarque de Holanda (ed.), Historia geral da civilizafao, Tomo II, IV, 279-81. 

55 Berrance de Castro, ' 0 negro ', pp. I67-7I; ' A guarda nacional ', pp. 28I-3. 
56 Speech of Manuel Alves Branco, B-CDA, 1835, In, 267-70. A similar argument for including 

mulattoes in order to increase their social ties was made by Antonio Pereira Rebougas, 
B-CDA, i843, II, 820. 
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story (usually in its extreme form: an ex-slave commanding his ex-master) 
so often without specifics or documentation that it is probably not even 

apocryphal, but merely hypothetical. Berrance de Castro herself admits that 
her sources are mainly the press, 'especially the humoristic '.57 

The point is precisely that this was alarmist rhetoric with little basis in 

reality, which is not to deny its importance in bringing about reform. The 
constant and increasingly sinister presence of the race issue from 1831 to 

1835 had made race fear an incomparably powerful instrument for those 
who desired a more authoritarian empire, but the rhetoric of race did not 

always state completely the situation of fact that reform was to remedy. 
Thus, while race fear might provoke reform, the reforms themselves were 
not necessarily racist in intent. In the case of the National Guard, for 

instance, the real question at issue was not race but authority; not black 
officers but elected officers per se. Brazilian elites had the informal resources 
to deal with race, and they could rig elections, but in an unequal society 
they could not make those elections confer the kind of prestige and auth- 

ority that appointment by superiors (i.e. the Crown) had traditionally done. 
Nor could they tolerate the divisions between white elites that such elections 
occasioned. These were structural problems that concerned the white elite 
almost exclusively; what race fear offered these elites was the atmosphere 
of reaction into which anti-democratic reforms could be inserted. The most 

important outcome of the National Guard reforms, therefore, was not some 
form of racial segregation but the destruction of the elective principle, a 

change which fundamentally circumscribed the rights of all humble Brazil- 
ians regardless of their color. In many other areas as well, the Regresso 

period brought the victory of the appointive principle over the elective. And 
for the rest of the empire, this early discredit of the electoral process must 
have contributed to the widespread acceptance of electoral fraud as the 
norm.58 

As a final example, the oppressive expansion of the imperial police in the 

I84os certainly owed a great deal to the tension over race. A case could easily 
be made that the chosen means of recentralization might have taken a less 
coercive form, had not the slave revolt of I835 and its racial implications 
given the government a compelling rationale for a massive police build-up. 
The Minister of Justice of that year, Manuel Alves Branco, clearly had in 
mind his dismay over the inefficient handling of the Bahian slave revolt by 

57 Berrance de Castro, ' A guarda nacional', pp. 281-3. Examples of the master-slave inversion 
can be found in O Brasil (Rio de Janeiro), II May I84I; Correio Mercantil (Bahia), I9 Oct. 

I839; 0 Carapuceiro (Recife), 24 Aug. I833; B-CDA, I843, III, 400. 
58 Francisco Belisario Soares de Sousa, O sistema eleitoral do Brasil, como funciona, como ter 

funcionado, como deve serreformado (Rio de Janeiro, i872). 
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civil authorities when he called for more police and stated publicly that 
'Next to Religion. . the Police is the most important factor in the tran- 

quillity of nations'.9 Yet whether race or class control was the main objec- 
tive of the resulting police laws would surely seem an academic question 
to those Brazilians - white, black and mulatto - who were subsequently 
netted as vagrants, arbitrarily drafted, jailed, or disqualified from voting 
by the imperial police network. 

Conclusion 

It is perhaps not surprising that a slave society should have developed a 
harsh and restrictive approach to the problem of social discipline; the in- 

triguing features in the case of Brazil are the timing and means of that 

development, and its relation to the subject of race. Clearly, a single-minded 
fear of the race issue cannot be taken as a 'given' factor, for newly inde- 

pendent Brazil hesitated in its approach to race, politics, and society for a 
dozen years after the rupture with Portugal. During that time Brazilian 
free society exhibited a curiously relaxed attitude toward race, and there is 

every evidence that some Brazilian whites felt cavalier enough to cultivate 
the issue as a political strategy. All this suggests a profound ambivalence 
over the subject of race in the newly independent empire. Race was appar- 
ently understood at this time on two ilevels: certainly it had its panic value 

(no one was ambivalent about slave revolt), but that reaction was neither 
absolute nor perfectly race-linked, for free mulattoes themselves feared slave 

rebellion, lacked solidarity, and were regularly co-opted into the white 
world. On the other hand, free coloreds ,were by no means perfectly inte- 

grated into white society, and did bear the indelible stigma of descent. 
Some contemporaries had a nice appreciation of society's combination of 
reactive fear and realistic skepticism about the racial threat; and they were 

cagey enough to know they could manipulate this ambivalence with im- 

punity for short-term goals. Such partisan manipulation is at least part of 
the explanation of the mulatto press. Similarly, a close examination of other 

'intrigue of colors' incidents of the early I83os also reveals the use of these 
unconventional incidents within conventional (and largely white) political 
contexts. Both in their causes and effects, the phenomena of the mulatto 

press and Haitianism were always closely bound up with non-race-related 

problems of political and social control, a fact which suggests that these 
events are better interpreted within a broad framework of socio-political 

59 Minister of Justice (Alves Branco) to Provincial President (Bahia), 27 Feb. i835, Arquivo 
Piblico do Estado da Bahia, Presidancia da Provlncia/Ministro da Justica, vol. 890, f. 74. 
Compare to Brazil, Minister of Justice (Alves Branco), Relato'rio, 835, pp. I6-2I. 
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formation than in the more narrow sense of race relations. One has the 

impression, finally, that these complex episodes amounted to something like 

psychodrama - Brazilian political society testing its limits; working out its 
ambivalence toward free blacks, mulattoes, and, in symbolic terms, class. 

Why was this drama acted out in the i83os? Brazil had lived with slaves, 
free blacks, and mulattoes for centuries. In important ways, however, the 
modus vivendi of centuries broke down after independence in 1822. Most 
educated Brazilians took seriously the new ideas of political liberalism and 
constitutional government; and many who did not were soon forced to do 
so by the provocations - some of them racial - of the first emperor and his 

supporters. The difficult question of legal status for the large free colored 

population arose immediately, and the struggle with that question coincided 
with a period of unprecedented decentralization and democratization of 
Brazilian life. But race was still too sensitive to be batted around long with- 
out turning ugly, and the increasingly malignant political abuses of the race 
issue also paralleled (and reinforced) the apparent failure of the democratiz- 

ing reforms. Equally important, the very airing of the race question funda- 

mentally denied some of the underlying social assumptions upon which the 
liberals had based their reforms. With the intellectual groundwork thus 

eroded, the slave revolt of 1835 ensured reaction against much more than 
the few slaves involved. 

By 1841 abiding reactionary changes in social attitudes and the structures 
of authority had taken place in Brazil, and the negative outcome of the race 

question was one reason for the changes. Genuine race fear, by definition, 
could not often be mentioned aloud, while constitutional restrictions and 

ideology prevented racially exclusive legislation. So in informal attitudes as 
well as in formal regulation, the race problem shaded into a social problem 
after 1835, and the full range of reaction was therefore directed at social 

categories described by behavior and class rather than by skin color. Ulti- 

mately, in fact, the liberal constitutional regime in Brazil may have had 
the paradoxical effect of bringing comparatively greater restriction to the 
freedoms of most Brazilians, because the perceived threat of race could not 
be singled out for discriminatory treatment. Rather, legislation and attitudes 
that would have the same effect had to aim at vaguer behavioral categories, 
thus opening wide the door to arbitrary action against civil freedoms in 

general. For Brazilian elites, of course, this development was in all ways 
preferable to a crude system of racial discrimination because it also offered 

discretionary means of dealing with social situations unrelated to race. 
There is truth in IRoger 'Bastide's statement that the Brazilian empire 

evolved a 'highly refined etiquette... a way of knowing how to mark out 
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distances according to color of skin, kind of work, social situation or educa- 
tion'.60 But this is only another way of saying that determination of class 
and status was basically arbitrary and paternalistic - not girded by law and 

guarantees - during the empire. The events of the i83os went far toward 

imposing this kind of resolution by vagueness upon the troubled question 
of free blacks. And the resulting confusion of race and class has contributed 

mightily to the racial conundrum that so fascinates modern students of race 
and black history. But as contemporaries realized, it was impossible to 
understand the evolving status of blacks and mulattoes apart from that of 
whites. Although the system's blurred distinctions did provide a way for a 
few mulattoes to rise - a mulatto escape hatch - too many historians have 
failed to note that the same set of conditions also placed a trapdoor under 
Brazilians of all colors. 

60 Roger Bastide, 'The Development of Race Relations in Brazil ', in Guy Hunter (ed.), 
Industrialization and Race Relations: A Symposium (London, I965), p. 13. 
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